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Abstract—Only 26.33% enrollments in higher education in West Bengal canvas the worst scenario in terms of overall gross enrollment ratio. Targeting to increase the GER of West Bengal it is recommended from every spheres of international educational hubs that to implement e-learning based education as a supporting substitute to the traditional education system. This paper demonstrates a framework of e-learning web portal which impart all the learning components as well as services and that will be extremely adaptive to all the higher education aspiring students. Through the proposed e-learning framework students and teachers/instructors will able to take the opportunity to use learning components and services from anywhere irrespective of any specific location or time through familiar communication protocols such as FTP or HTTP. Regardless of presence of time and location constraints will make the dropping out or already dropped out students and the current higher education aspiring students interested to pursue higher studies which will gradually increase the GER of West Bengal.
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I. INTRODUCTION

E-Learning is overtaking the conventional teaching learning techniques, through its facility of knowledge propagation to the learners flexibly and also removal of the reasons of less enrollments [1], [2]as stated by mainly the remote, rural school students of West Bengal.

Fig. 1. Interests in Higher Education through E-learning in West Bengal

Das et al. indicated [3] that in West Bengal 76% eligible students are willing to go for higher studies based on e-learning and rest 24% students are unwilling to go for higher education as shown in Fig. 1.

To establish an e-learning platform in each and every school it is necessary to accommodate infrastructure like, high capacity storage, Network Attached Storage, Storage Area Network and a galaxy of other components to store the e-learning content. From budgetary standpoint it is hardly possible to manage for all the remote and rural schools in West Bengal.

Das, Banerjee, Basu proposed a concept[4] of e-learning classrooms local to the students’ residence and the e-learning control room will be in higher education ministry of West Bengal. And the ministry will manage the whole system. The justification of placing the e-learning centers nearer to the students’ residence is as per Fig. 2. From the survey in West Bengal with remote school students the district wise students’ desired location of study is determined.

For only willing students desired location of higher education the scenario is something different as per Fig. 3.
So, it can be stated with overconfidence that e-learning centers should be established in nearer to the students’ residence as the tendency of their pursuance higher education is own district prone. In this paper our approach is to propose a framework for e-learning based education in West Bengal to increase enrollments.

II. WEB PORTAL FRAMEWORK FOR E-LEARNING

An e-learning portal refers to an online learning service which is like an interface through which both teachers and students will be able to fulfill their learning and instructing objectives. This portal will pull the people, product and services together, where people refers to the intended higher education aspiring students, teachers or instructors and the administrator, responsible to administrate portal. [5] Product refers to the skill set shared by the instructors, digital content of the online course materials etc and services are like emailing, blogging, chatting, online helps, online registration to examinations, digital library, video conferencing etc. [6], [7].

In traditional classrooms in rural West Bengal, both teachers and learners go to the class and the students listen to the class; if they get puzzled or confused, they ask questions to the respective class teacher or instructor.

The Scenario of classrooms of higher studies in rural West Bengal through traditional learning and the e-learning based projected classrooms will be alike Fig. 4 and Fig. 5.

![Fig. 4. Scenario of classrooms of higher studies in rural West Bengal through traditional learning](image)

![Fig. 5. Scenario of projected classrooms of higher studies in rural West Bengal through e-learning](image)

So, on server will be dedicatedly used by lecturers or instructors in terms of uploading learning materials, lecture plans and slides, question and answers for tutorial etc. The students will also able to access the server to download the learning materials and they will also able to get involve in online blogging, chatting, conferencing, mailing and other online activities. Das, Banerjee, Basu [4] recommended the establishment of e-learning centers in remote regions of West Bengal where the gross enrollments in higher education is poor. From Fig. 3 it can be added and justified that the e-learning centers should be set up within the districts i.e. remote to the residence of any student interested in higher education.

III. PROJECTED MODEL OF E-LEARNING FOR HIGHER EDUCATION IN WEST BENGAL

The projected model will have two facets: one is learner centric and other one will be context centric. The learner centric façade will handle the overall design of e-learning system so that it will be well granted to both the learners and instructors. The context centric façade will be dedicated for the better delivery of e-learning content and approach of facilitating the delivery of curriculum, analysis of learning procedures and needs etc.

In the projected web portal there will be three types of users who will be given the permission to get entry to the e-learning application: teachers or instructors, students or learners and administrators. Administrators will do the administrative jobs like up to date and upgrade the information, notice, uploading the question papers for the tests or publishing of results etc. [8], [9].

There will be several activities of the said three types of users. From the students’ viewpoint their activities will be like collect plan of learning, download the learning content and materials, self study, performing assignments online and submit, face the examination etc. [10], [11] Basic workflow representation of the students’ activities will be as in Fig. 6.
Similarly, the concentration goes to the instructors’ viewpoints. The basic activities of teachers will be like prepare teaching plan and upload, preparation of content and upload, Preparation of assignments and upload, assessment and involvement of students, service and knowledge support to students online etc. Basic workflow representation of the teachers’ activities will be as in Fig. 7.

![Fig. 7. Workflow activities of teachers through e-learning](image)

The basic activities of administrators will be like learning & teaching support in e-learning environment, test and results publication, publishing notices and announcements, managing records of resources, managing enrollment and users, other administrative jobs etc. Basic workflow representation of the administrators’ activities will be as in Fig. 8.

![Fig. 8. Workflow activities of administrators through e-learning](image)

With the objective to enhance the overall gross enrollment ratio in higher education in West Bengal, a model is proposed in Fig. 9.

![Fig. 9. Proposed model of e-learning web portal architecture](image)
‘Message Box and Subscriptions’. Messages come to the BizTalk server through HTTP, SOAP, files etc. Adapters are additional transport support to the messages. Message Box is the central storage of BizTalk server which ensures the reliability of messages regarding delivery to exact destination.

The XML messages are then fetched in ‘BizTalk Orchestrations’ to process through some custom rules. Orchestrations are nothing but the processes that are well-defined in Business Process Execution Language. Business Rules Engine is present to install current rules or protocols from Orchestration and these are getting changed time to time. Then the XML messages are sent out to ‘Send Adapter’ through ‘Send pipeline’. Now the outbound XML messages are sent to the destination i.e. in the portal, after parsing of the XML messages, the developers will able to fetch their desired data and place the same in the desired locations.

The Content Management Server is set up with the web portal to take the effectiveness of managing the workflow among the students, instructors and administrators in the proposed e-learning web portal. The key advantages of CMS is that data can be defined like anything such as documents, images, videos, mathematical and scientific formulas and more other types. These versatile types of storing data are essential to present the learning contents or lectures with animations, nuggets, diagrams etc. Moreover, CMS can be used as a central repository and it handles duplicate or newly updated data through versions. These version control feature will be effective in uploading the revised contents in the web portal.

The database server is also proposed to be set up; which is basically a software program, manages the database services following the client server model. This server is to be accessed from front end as well as at back end. From front end the users will ask for data and the back end that is run in the server.

The three types of users such as students, instructors and administrators will login to the e-learning portal with their specific credentials and access the learning facilities. The district-wise view of e-learning portal establishment is represented in Fig. 10.

The functional model of the e-learning enabled web portal (in Fig.10) defines that in e-learning control room the web application will reside along with the three servers and from district e-learning headquarters and also e-learning centers of any district the students and instructors will able to login and access the portal. Only administrators and instructors have the permission to access the web portal from e-learning control room which will be present in State headquarters. And from state headquarters i.e. from e-learning control room the web based teaching learning activities will be maintained properly.

IV. CONCLUSION

To establish the e-learning based higher education it is integral to design and develop a web portal which can be accessed from the e-learning centers. The web portal, proposed in this paper, will enhance the teaching learning process and mostly all the characteristics of web based learning will be covered i.e. students and instructors will able to obtain all the facilities that are offered by an e-learning system. As, it is already a proven fact that e-learning is the best way out in learning processes in higher studies, through implementation and installation of this web portal the gross enrollments of West Bengal in higher education will enhance.
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